Home Care Technical Specification
Tool Free Transfer Bench
Dimensions:

Stock Numbers:
q

DN7065

DN7065 – Tool-Free Transfer
Bench
White

Installation Instructions:

Materials:
Tool-Free Transfer Bench is made of
ABS Plastic, Aluminum, EPDM, and
Stainless.
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Determine orientation of chair relative to water supply in order for transfer bench to
be positioned outside of bathtub.
Locate the two under seat support beams: Hold the pieces by the straight end with
the curved end away from you.
Locate the flat, indented area of each beam: Place the two flat areas together, so
they are touching, and the two beams form an "X" shape.
Locate the leg unit with top posts that point inward: Align the posts with the straight
ends of the crossed support beams on the small end of the "X".
Slide the top posts of the leg unit over the ends of the crossed support beams.
Take the remaining leg unit, with the top posts that point straight out, and align it
with the curved end of the support beams, at the large side of the "X".
Slide the top posts of the leg unit over the ends of the crossed support beams.
Locate the transfer bench. Place it seat side down.
Place the curved ends of the crossed support beams into the grooves on the
underside of the transfer bench, aligning the holes in the support beams with the
holes inside the grooves.
Use the assembly knobs to attach the transfer bench to the support beams.
Thread the washers onto the bolt, small lock washer first, followed by the cup
washer.
Locate the large seat bottom. Place it under the support beams so that the center
of the "X" slides into the center of the "X" shaped grooves on the large seat
bottom.
Use the assembly knobs to attach the large seat bottom to the support beams.
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